
Unforgettable Moments in TV Entertainment – Complete & Study    Name: ______________________ 
 
I Love Lucy – America‟s most beloved Television series; starring Lucille Ball as Lucy; Desi Arnaz as Ricky 

Ricardo – which had a 6 year run.  It began as a _____________ program in 1948 called: 
__________________  By October, 1951, CBS moved the show to TV, using her Real-life Cuban-American 
husband:_____________________  What show was voted by her fans to be the most popular Lucy episode 
ever? ___________________- Lucy Does a TV Commercial.  Why is it so funny? 

 
 
The Ed Sullivan Show – Every Sunday Night at 8 PM from 1948-1971, America tuned in to its favorite variety 

show.  (Airing for over ___ years)   Ed Sullivan helped launch the careers of many rock stars [to America] like: 
The Beatles, The Doors, & The Rolling Stones.  On September, 1956 - _______________________ made his 
debut on TV.  He let loose with a „hip shaking‟ performance - which rubbed some viewers the wrong way.   

4 Months later, the cameras were ordered to film him ___________________________________.  He got his 
nickname: ___________________________ from this incident. 
 
 
The Dick Van Dyke Show – A popular sitcom that ran for 5 years, winning 16 Emmys; a tailored-made show 

for the star‟s unique comedic talent, especially as a „physical performer‟   Starring:________________ as Rob 
Petrie, & his wife played by: _________________________     It‟s unique “Trip over the ottoman” opening, 
had ____ different versions.  The network was worried if the show titled “That’s my Boy” (A flashback episode) 

would be offensive.  This show got its single biggest audience reaction in its 5 yr. run. How did this show make 
Rob Petrie look like a fool? 
 
 
The Fugitive (1st Miniseries before the word was even coined) – Starring ______________________ as Dr. 
Richard Kimble, a man accused of murdering his wife.  Kimble escapes the police and the series shows  
Dr. Kimble running from Lt. Gerald (the law), yet searching for the true murderer, a ______________________ 
After 4 yrs. of physically demanding work, the star wanted to call it quits.  The concluding 2-part finale Episode 
called: _______________________ was important for closure for the TV series. Who killed the Real murderer? 
_______________________    Where was he killed? ___________________________    Why was the show 
canceled after 4 successful seasons? _________________________________________________________ 
 
 
All in the Family (famous for breaking down the comic taboos on Network TV) starring a blue-collared dock 
worker who saw his world in Black & White named - ___________________ In the episode :_____________, 
starring __________________, who pestered the show‟s creator, Norman Lear to get on the show.  Sammy 
accidentally leaves his ______________ in Archie‟s cab, and comes to Archie‟s Home to pick it up. Archie 
cautions his dingbat wife, Edith, to not mention Sammy‟s glass eye, yet Archie makes the mistake of saying: 
„Do ya take cream & sugar in __________________?‟ This classic show combined Archie‟s fondest dream 
with his worst nightmare in the dilemma of: How does this charming entertainer, who is black, Jewish, & the 
owner of a Glass eye - get back at Archie for all of his (Archie’s) bigoted notions? The producers saved the 

best act for last with: ________________  Archie sits in his favorite armchair, mouthing 1 bigoted notion after 
another – but Sammy gets his revenge!  How?  
 
 
 
The Brady Bunch – a show for kids about kids, featuring _____ kids; ____ girls & ____ boys, all 1 year apart. 

In the most famous episode: ______________________________; _________________ is asked out by her 
dream-date, _____________________; but to go out she has to break her date with „Nice Guy’ Charlie.  How 

does she break her date with Charlie? __________________________________   What happens to Marcia 
Brady just before her big date? ______________________________   The show‟s associate producer, 
_________________________ -   what is his claim to fame? ______________________________________ 
Why do we think it hurt so much?  _____________________________________________________ 
One of many typical episodes of The Brady Bunch – what was the purpose of these shows?  
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Saturday Night Live – turned improv-comedy into an institution on Late Night television and introduced 

Television viewers to a new generation of gifted performers collectively called: _____________________ 
_____________________________________________   SNL has launched the careers of dozens of 
performers, turning late night comedy into an institution, today! 
 
 
Dallas – the 1st evening soap opera; told the story of a Texas oil family, _______________, who lived on a 

magnificent & sprawling Texas Ranch called ______________, just outside Dallas, Texas. The show had 40 
million devoted viewers every week in the U.S. & even closed down Pubs in England on Friday nights!  
J.R. Ewing, the Texas Oilman and Villain who personified opulence & excess by the belief: _______________ 
The shows‟ cliffhanger (end of Spring, 1980) had millions of people betting each other concerning, Who Shot 
J.R.?  - One of the most popular cliffhangers, ever.  Even the studio kept it secret as to who did it – so none of 

the actors even knew.  And to make matters worse, by the beginning of the Fall, 1980 – when the new TV 
season is to start, an actor‟s strike kept us in suspense by delaying the secret until Nov. 21, 1980 – when we 
finally found out just who shot J.R. Ewing!  How did the studio keep this secret? ________________________ 
___________________________________________.  Who shot J.R.? ______________________________ 
 
 
Mash – 11 Seasons, 251 episodes dealing with the mixed emotions & stories of a Corp of Doctors, Nurses, & 
staff of the 4077 army unit who are trying to keep their humanity & humor in the midst of the Korean War 
conflict.  The 2.5 hr finale, aired on 2/28/83, titled: ____________________________   In the last scene, BJ 
says goodbye to Hawkeye and to the viewers of America.  How is this done? __________________________ 
What does M A S H stand for? ________________________________________________ 
 
 
Cheers – a favorite Thursday night hang-out on NBC for 11 years-running from 1982-1993. Set at a famous 
bar „Where everyone ______________________________________  The show was named after an actual 
bar in Boston called: ________________________________________  Starring Ted Danson as the sexy, 
owner & bartender, Sam Malone, along with Diane, Norm, Cliff, Rebecca, Carla, and Woody  To avoid 
glorifying drinking, NBC made the bar owner to be a recovering alcoholic who drank nothing but bottled water. 
 
 
The Tonight Show with host, Johnny Carson, the undisputed: _____________________________________ 
Hosting the show for over ____ years, along with his sidekick: Ed McMahon who is famous for introducing 
Mr. Carson as: __________________________.   Johnny finished his beginning dialogue with his famous 
trademark: _________________________ signaling the start of this nightly music-comedy-talk show fest.  To 
point out Johnny Carson‟s natural sense of humor, Ed McMahon told us about one of the many eccentric 
people that Johnny had as a guest, who collected remarkable looking Potato Chips – known as the: 
__________________________. Why did Ed think the lady was “going to keel over”?  
 
Johnny had his last regular Tonight Show episode with 2 honored guest stars: _________________________  
and  ________________________ on May 21, 1992.   How did Johnny Carson say goodbye to late night 
America? ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Survivor – in 2000, Reality Television is born, beginning with the idea to isolate 16 ordinary people, under the 
watchful eye of the camera & watch as they scheme or struggle to outwit, outplay, & outlast each other 

under some of the most unreal circumstances.  Executive producer: ______________________ 
Hosted by: _________________________   The 1st show was set on a remote island off the coast of _______ 
The 1st Hero/Villain was: Richard Hatch was a master of manipulating others… “I caught that fish”… 

What is the prize at the end of each series? _________________________________________ 
 


